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Journey inwards with
the siblings of soul
An Indian family shares its spiritual side, writes Michelle Potter

D

ancing figures are an
intrinsic feature of
temple sculpture across
Asia and have provided
inspiration for the
growth of formal dance techniques
and dance costuming across the
region.
This is noticeable from the
classical forms of Khmer dance,
inspired by the carvings and
sculptures of Angkor, to the
headdresses worn in some
Javanese dances, which look back
to temple friezes.
Indian dance is no exception
and Canberra theatregoers will
soon have the opportunity to see a
unique example of dance that has
grown in part from a study of
temple reliefs in Odisha (more
commonly known as Orissa), an
eastern coastal state of India.
Intensely Soul: Transformational
Odissi Dance and Music is a
program created by the brother
and sister team of Nirmal Jena and
Pratibha Jena Singh. The program
will feature a diverse range of acts,
including solos, duets and a live
music piece. But what makes this
program particularly unusual is its
celebration of the legacy of Jena
and Jena Singh’s father,
Surendranath Jena, who during his
lifetime, pioneered a unique style
of Odissi dance. Some have
labelled Guru Surendranath Jena’s
practice ‘‘transgressive’’, but his
children say he did not
intentionally challenge any
convention or notion.
‘‘He began an intensive search
for the truth in Odissi dance and
music,’’ they say, ‘‘because he was
not entirely satisfied [though
respectful] with the way Odissi was
being revived following the end of
British colonial rule in India.

‘‘He analysed his own
experiences, as well as the lifestyle
and folklore of the people of
Odisha. He also studied the many
temples and temple reliefs and
ancient manuscripts containing
vast information and detail on why
and how dance was pursued. In
this process, any consciousness of
modern social mores or
conventions became secondary.’’
But in Guru Surendranath Jena’s
quest to create original and
authentic Odissi works, he came to
be viewed as something of a rebel
by some, and even as someone
who challenged traditional

The Jena approach
to dance prioritises
an inner energy.
notions of femininity.
His first pieces of choreography
were powerful and demanding
and startled many because they
went against the tide and were
performed by both male and
female dancers. But the Guru was
undeterred and pursued his goal
of choreographing works that
spoke powerfully and that he
believed could be, and were,
danced by both male and female
performers.
Nirmal Jena and Pratibha Jena
Singh suggest the dance their
father pioneered is capable of
delivering a transformational
experience to audiences. The Jena
approach to dance and music is
not designed for the senses only,
but for the soul, and it prioritises

an inner energy they describe as
the ‘‘power of the soul as the
essence of wisdom, emotional and
spiritual resilience’’.
They also believe their Odissi
style is ‘‘a way of life, where age
and life experience create fertile
grounds for a richer arts practice’’.
This they see as different from
much contemporary Western
dance, where there is an
association with the body
beautiful – ‘‘young, well-sculpted
bodies’’, as they put it. Their
father’s work invites audiences to
come on a transformational
journey, ‘‘a journey into the
universe within’’.
To take that journey, there is no
need to have a background in or
familiarity with Indian dance.
‘‘Each person who comes to our
presentation will come with their
own insights and experiences and
take from it whatever appeals to
them,’’ they say. ‘‘Like our father
and guru, our goal is simply to
share our family art with those
who get a buzz out of dance and
music – the arts – as a way of life.’’
Nirmal Jena and Pratibha Jena
Singh will also conduct a Canberra
workshop in the Jena style of
Odissi dance.
■ Intensely Soul: September 15,
7pm, James O.Fairfax Theatre,
National Gallery of Australia.
Bookings: 6240 6528,
eventbookings@nga.gov.au.
Nirmal Jena (left) and
Pratibha Jena Singh are
transported through dance.

■ Workshop: September 16,
12.30-2.30pm, Canberra Dance
Theatre Studio. Bookings essential:
odcsydney@yahoo.com.au.

Orchestra in a twirl

G

et ready for an afternoon of
fiery rumba and passionate
tango when the Canberra
Symphony Orchestra brings
international champion ballroom
dancers Luda Kroitor, Csaba
Szirmai, Aric Yegudkin and Masha
Belash to the stage.
Luda and Aric are well known
here, having appeared on television
shows such as Dancing with the
Stars and Strictly Dancing. This year,
Luda partnered Johnny Ruffo to win
the Dancing with the Stars grand
final. Not to be outdone, Aric also
took home the dance trophy when
he partnered Ada Nicodemou in
season three.
Matinee Magic has been a
successful part of the CSO’s annual
concert series since 2008. The
original concept was for a flexible
family-friendly format that would
enable the symphony to incorporate
dance, film and circus, as well as
special themes, into its annual
program.
Between 2008 and 2010, the CSO
teamed up with the Australian Ballet
to present Matinee Magic: Tea and
Symphony. The popular event
enabled patrons to enjoy a collection
of well-known ballet pieces, with
special performances by soloists
from the Australian Ballet.
Last year the CSO decided the
natural progression was to transition

Traditional

Professional ballroom dancers Aric
Yegudkin and Masha Belash.
from ballet to ballroom, and Matinee
Magic: Ballroom Blitz was born.
This year the symphony is taking
further advantage of our dancers’
extensive experience and multiple
titles (World Salsa Champion,
Australian and Asian Salsa
Champion, World Super Stars Adult
Latin American Champion) to bring
Canberra a program of latin classics.
■ Tickets for Matinee Magic: Dance
Fever are available through Ticketek on
1300 795 012 or ticketek.com.au.
For more information, visit cso.org.au.
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FINDING NEMO 3D (G) OPENING WEEK!
Mon/Tue 10:00am, 12:10pm, 6:30pm
HOLY MOTORS (MA15+)
Mon/Tue 10:00am, 12:30pm, 8:45pm
HOPE SPRINGS (M)
Mon 10:00am, 12:10pm, 2:20pm, 6:30pm
Tue 10:00am, 12:10pm, 6:30pm
MAGIC MIKE (MA15+)
Mon/Tue 10:00am, 4:30pm
MOONRISE KINGDOM (PG) NFT
OPENING WEEK!
Mon/Tue 10:00am, 2:20pm, 6:50pm, 9:00
TED (MA15+)
Mon 4:30pm
THE BOURNE LEGACY (M)
Mon 12:30pm, 3:30pm, 6:40pm, 9:30pm
Tue 12:15pm, 3:00pm, 6:40pm, 9:30pm
THE CAMPAIGN (MA15+)
Mon/Tue 12:10pm, 4:30pm
THE DARK KNIGHT RISES (M)
Mon 3:00pm, 8:45pm
Tue 10:30am, 3:00pm, 8:45pm
THE EXPENDABLES 2 (MA15+) NFT
OPENING WEEK!
Mon 12:40pm, 3:00pm, 6:40pm, 9:15pm
Tue 1:45pm, 4:00pm, 6:40pm, 9:15pm
THE SAPPHIRES (PG)
Mon 10:00am, 12:10pm, 2:20pm, 8:30pm
Tue 10:00am, 12:10pm, 2:20pm, 9:30pm
TOTAL RECALL (M)
Mon/Tue 2:00pm, 4:30pm, 7:00pm, 9:30
SPRING SPARKLE - THE BIRDS (PG)
Mon 10:00am, 6:00pm

THE BOURNE LEGACY (M)
Mon/Tue 12:30pm, 3:30pm, 6:30pm, 9:30pm
THE DARK KNIGHT RISES (M)
Mon/Tue 8:40pm
THE EXPENDABLES 2 (MA15+) NFT
OPENING WEEK!
Mon/Tue 10:00am
THE SAPPHIRES (PG) Mon/Tue 10:00am
TOTAL RECALL (M)
Mon/Tue 12:15pm, 3:00pm, 6:00pm
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LEVEL 2 CANBERRA CENTRE, 148 BUNDA ST

CENSORSHIP CLASSIFICATIONS
film has advertising approval. Check
TBC This
the classification closer to the release date.
General

Parental Guidance
recommended

Recommended
for mature
audiences

Restricted to 18
and over

Not suitable for
people under 15.
Under 15’s must
be accompanied
by a parent or
adult guardian

X 18+
RESTRICTED TO
18 YEARS AND OVER

